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Abstract. The forearc of the convergent margin offshore
Costa Rica is a region characterized by strong advection
of methane-charged fluids causing the formation of ubiquitous cold seeps (mounds). Presented here are the first
measurements of microbial anaerobic oxidation of methane
(AOM) and sulfate reduction (SR) rates in sediments from
two mounds (11 and 12), applying radiotracer techniques
in combination with numerical modelling. In addition,
analysis of microbial, methane-dependent carbonate δ 18 O,
δ 13 C, and 87 Sr / 86 Sr signatures constrained the origin of
the carbonate-precipitating fluid. Average rates of microbial activities differed by a factor of ∼ 5 to 6 between
Mound 11 (AOM 140.71 (±40.84 SD) mmol m−2 d−1 , SR
117.25 (±82.06 SD) mmol m−2 d−1 ) and Mound 12 (AOM
22.37 (±0.85 SD) mmol m−2 d−1 , SR 23.99 (±5.79 SD)
mmol m−2 d−1 ). Modelling results yielded upward fluid
advection velocities of 200 cm yr−1 at Mound 11 and
15 cm yr−1 at Mound 12. Analysis of oxygen and carbon isotope variations of authigenic carbonates from the
two locations revealed more enriched values for Mound 11
(δ 18 O : 3.18 to 6.15 ‰; δ 13 C: −14.14 to −29.56 ‰) compared to Mound 12 (δ 18 O : 3.09 to 4.48 ‰; δ 13 C : −39.53 to
−48.98 ‰). The variation of carbonate 87 Sr / 86 Sr indicated
considerable admixture of deep-source fluid at Mound 11,
while seawater 87 Sr / 86 Sr characteristics prevailed at Mound
12 during precipitation. The present study is in accordance
with previous work supporting considerable differences of
methane flux between the two mounds. It also strengthens
the hypothesis of a dominant deep fluid source with thermogenic methane at Mound 11 versus a shallow source of

biogenic methane at Mound 12. The results demonstrate that
measurements of methane-driven microbial activity in combination with numerical modelling are a valid tool for constraining recent methane fluxes in the study area. In addition, the analysis of methane-derived authigenic carbonates
provides an independent line of evidence for long-term fluid
contribution to the porewater chemistry of shallow sediments
in the study area.

1

Introduction

Fluid emanation at the seafloor is a common feature occurring in forearcs of convergent margins. The most important
mechanisms that create fluid overpressuring and expulsion
are tectonic compression, rapid burial of underconsolidated
sediments, the release of mineral-bound water, the formation of gas from the biogenic or thermogenic breakdown of
organic material, and the dissolution of gas hydrates (Kopf,
2002; Saffer et al., 2011). Compressional release of porewater and the release of mineral-bound water from subducting
sediments are thought to play a major role in terms of fluid
cycling in the forearc of the Costa Rican margin (Hensen et
al., 2004; Ranero et al., 2008).
When these fluids exit the sediment surface, they form
what is commonly known as cold seeps. Cold-seep systems can be associated with different geological structures
such as crater-like structures (pockmarks) or mud extrusions
(mounds, volcanoes) (Judd et al., 2002). These systems are
often characterized by authigenic carbonate concretions of
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micritic crystal morphology (Naehr et al., 2007), produced
by microbial anaerobic oxidation of methane (AOM) in the
sediment (e.g. Bohrmann et al., 1998; Greinert et al., 2001;
Suess, 2010).
The prerequisite for microbial-related authigenic carbonates at cold seeps is the advection of methane (CH4 ).
In marine sediments, methane is formed either as the result of microbial (biogenic methane) or thermal (thermogenic methane) degradation of organic matter (Schoell, 1988;
Thauer, 1998). Thermogenic methanogenesis is either facilitated by (1) pyrolysis of organic matter or (2) water–rock
interaction, resulting in different carbon isotope signatures
compared to biogenic methane formation (Whiticar, 1999).
In anoxic sediments, methane removal is mediated by microbial, sulfate (SO2−
4 )- dependent AOM (Boetius et al.,
2000). The general reaction of AOM is (Barnes and Goldberg, 1976)
−
−
CH4 +SO2−
4 → HCO3 +HS +H2 O.

(1)

AOM and sulfate reduction (SR) increase porewater alkalinity, producing bicarbonate (HCO−
3 ), which can dissociate
into carbonate (CO32− ). In the case of supersaturation, carbonate minerals may form, predominantly with Ca2+ ions
(Peckmann et al., 2001). The chemical and isotopic composition of authigenic carbonate provides information regarding the fluids present at the site of precipitation (Naehr et al.,
2007; Peckmann et al., 2001). Therefore, authigenic carbonates represent a suitable archive of the palaeohydrological
and geological settings present during precipitation.
Here, we report the first rate measurements of AOM and
SR as well as carbonate mineralogy and isotopy from two
adjacent mud extrusions (Mound 11 and 12) located at the
subduction zone forearc off the Pacific Costa Rican coast. In
addition, a numerical model, constraining fluxes of the main
chemical species in the porewater, is presented. An accessory
data set of strontium isotopic signatures from carbonates obtained during previous cruises is also included, representing
a supporting indicator for potentially different fluid sources
and their contribution to mineral composition during precipitation. Both mound structures have been extensively studied
(e.g. Hensen et al., 2004; Schmidt et al., 2005; Mavromatis
et al., 2012), focusing mound-specifically on either individual geological or biogeochemical aspects. Here, we directly
compare the geochemical situation of the two mounds and
characterize differences, especially emphasizing methane advection and resulting microbial activity applying on-board
techniques.
2
2.1

Material and methods
Geological settings and study sites

The Middle American Trench is a large-scale subduction
zone with a length of 2750 km located off the south-western
Biogeosciences, 11, 507–523, 2014

coast of Central America. Offshore Costa Rica, the trench
is formed by the eastward subduction of the oceanic Cocos
Plate beneath the Caribbean Plate. A characteristic feature of
this trench is the subduction of seamounts and ridges (Ranero
and Von Huene, 2000). As these structures are thrusted into
and below the continental plate, subduction of material may
cause fractures in the upper plate and overlying shelf sediments through which fluids rise towards the surface (Ranero
et al., 2008).
Fluid emanation off Costa Rica predominantly occurs at
bathymetric elevations, so-called mounds, which are ubiquitous and composed of authigenic carbonates, mud extrusions,
and hemipelagic sediments (Hensen and Wallmann, 2005).
The present study focuses on the two neighbouring mounds,
Mound 11 and 12 (Figs. 1 and 2), which are situated northeast of the Osa Peninsula (Greinert et al., 2001; Bohrmann et
al., 1998) at water depths of ∼ 1000 m (Klaucke et al., 2008).
Mound 11 is located at 08◦ 550 2000 N and −84◦ 180 1400 W
and has two summits that are ∼ 300 m apart and ∼ 250 m
in diameter (Klaucke et al., 2008). Previous investigations,
including sediment sampling and video survey, showed that
the surface of Mound 11 consists of fine-grained sediment
with mats of sulfur bacteria (Mau et al., 2006; Mörz et al.,
2005; Schmidt et al., 2005).
Mound 12 is located about 1 km north of Mound 11 and is
characterized by a differing geological morphology, including a solitary summit with a diameter of ∼ 800 m (Klaucke
et al., 2008). Sediment sampling and video surveys of the
sediment surface revealed fine-grained sediment and typical
cold-seep features, such as mats of sulfur-oxidizing bacteria,
fields of chemosymbiotic vesicomyid clams, and carbonate
precipitates (Linke et al., 2005; Mau et al., 2006).
2.2

Sediment and carbonate sampling

Sediment samples from Mound 11 and 12 were obtained during the research expedition SO206 (June 2010) on board the
German RV Sonne. Stations for sediment recovery on both
mounds were situated at water depths of 1000–1010 m (Table 1). Samples were collected with a gravity corer (GC)
(barrel length 6 m) and a video-guided multicorer (MUC)
consisting of eight core liners per deployment, each 60 cm
long and 10 cm in diameter. MUC sampling was performed at
locations with microbial mats of filamentous sulfur-oxidizing
bacteria visible on the sediment surface, indicating areas
of high methane flux (Torres et al., 2004; Treude et al.,
2003). The obtained carbonates from GC and MUC samples varied in size from centimetres to decimetres, forming irregular, elongated, and flattened nodules. The carbonate nodules were picked from GC and MUC cores using
gloves, wrapped in aluminium foil, and subsequently stored
at −20 ◦ C. Two bivalve shell fragments found within sediment from SO206-39 (MUC) were sampled in the same way.
In addition, strontium isotope ratios of carbonate samples obtained from Mound 11 and 12 during three previous cruises
www.biogeosciences.net/11/507/2014/
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SO173/4 (September 2003) on board the RV Sonne, M66/3a
(October–November 2005), and M54/3a (September 2002)
on board the RV Meteor (Table 1) were also used in this
study. An overview of carbonate samples taken from GC and
MUC cores is given in Table 2.
2.3

Core processing for porewater extraction

The GC obtained at station SO206-50 (length 300 cm) was
sectioned into 1 m intervals and cut in half vertically. One
half was stored at 4 ◦ C, serving as archive, whilst the other
half was used for sediment and porewater sampling. Nine
samples for porewater extraction were obtained at 30–45 cm
intervals over a total length of 300 cm. From each MUC
cast (Mound 11, SO206-39; Mound 12, SO206-44 and 46),
one core was assigned for sediment porewater analysis and
sampled at 10 discrete 1 cm depth intervals from the surface
down to the bottom of the core.
2.4
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and to stop all bacterial activity (Bowes and Hornibrook,
2006). The sample was stored upside down to minimize potential gas exchange with the atmosphere and allowed to
equilibrate with the vial headspace for 48 h. The gas was then
extracted with a syringe while injecting an equivalent amount
of 10 % KCl solution. A blank sample (air equilibrated with
10 % KCl solution) was taken for background corrections.
The KCl solution was not acidified so as to avoid production
of CO2 by dissolution of carbonate minerals. The headspace
gas was injected into either 10 or 20 mL sterile serum vials
filled (bubble-free) with acidified (pH 1), 10 % KCl solution to terminate any microbial activity, whilst displacing an
equivalent amount of solution. The vials were stored upside
down until analysis. The methane concentration was determined on board by gas chromatography coupled to a flame
ionization detector (GC-FID) using a Shimadzu GC14A instrument fitted with a Restek Rt® Alumina Bond/KCl capillary column (50 m, 0.53 mm ID) operated at 60 ◦ C. N2 was
used as a carrier gas.

Porewater analysis
2.5

Porewater was extracted from sediments using a pressure filtration system (argon 3–4 bar, 0.2 µm regenerated cellulose
filters). Retrieved porewater was analysed on board for total alkalinity (TA) and total dissolved sulfide concentrations.
Additional porewater samples were stored frozen for further
measurements on land.
For TA determination, 1 mL of porewater was titrated
manually with 0.01 M HCl using an open cell and a Metrom
Titrino plus titration unit. A methyl red–methylene blue solution with the following composition was used as indicator:
sodium salt of methyl red (37 mg) was mixed with 1.19 mL of
0.1 M NaOH and dissolved in 80 mL of ethanol (96 %) (solution 1). Methylene blue (10 mg) was dissolved in 10 mL
of ethanol (96 %) (solution 2). Both solutions were mixed
(80 mL of solution 1 and 4.8 mL of solution 2) to obtain a
greenish-brown product. IAPSO standard seawater was used
for TA calibration. Hydrogen sulfide concentration measurements were carried out photometrically after Cline (1969).
For sulfide calibration, Titrisol® standard 0.1 N Na2 S2 O3 was
used. For sulfate measurements, porewater samples were
acidified with ultra-purified HNO3 (65 %) and cooled to 4 ◦ C
until further use. Sulfate and chloride concentrations were
determined using ion chromatography (METHROM 761) at
GEOMAR laboratory, Kiel. The determination of main and
trace elements was carried out using atomic emission spectroscopy with inductively coupled plasma atomic emission
spectroscopy (ICP-AES) at GEOMAR, Kiel.
Methane was stripped on board from sediments according to the method of McAullife (1971). Sediment plugs were
recovered using clean, disposable 10 mL polypropylene syringes with the end removed. The sediment plug was immediately transferred to a 30 mL glass vial filled with 10 mL
of 10 % aqueous potassium chloride (KCl) solution. The vial
was sealed and vigorously shaken to disaggregate the mud
www.biogeosciences.net/11/507/2014/

Sediment sampling for ex situ microbial turnover
rates of methane and sulfate

Immediately after retrieval of the MUC, six replicate polycarbonate push cores (three for AOM rates, three for SR
rates; inner diameter 26 mm, length 25 cm) were sampled
from pristine surface sediment from one MUC liner. Open
ends of push cores were sealed tightly with rubber stoppers,
avoiding air entrapment. Sediment from gravity corers was
sampled with six 5 mL glass tubes, closed with syringe puncheons, and dipped in Antifoam® to enable a better gliding. In
addition, 10 controls (5 mL each) were sampled from anoxic
sediment of the same core (GC or MUC) using 5 mL syringes
with cut-off tips. For sampling with glass tubes or syringes,
the puncheons were pushed to the open ends and placed on
the sediment. While the puncheons remained in place, the
glass tubes or syringes were pushed forward into the sediment. After retraction, open ends of glass tubes and syringes
were sealed tightly with rubber stoppers for anoxic incubation. Subsequently, incubations with radiotracers were carried out in the closed glass vials.
2.6

Anaerobic oxidation of methane (AOM)

On board, radioactive methane (14 CH4 dissolved in water,
15 µL injection volume, activity 1–2 kBq, specific activity
2.28 GBq mmol−1 ) was injected into replicate push cores at
1 cm intervals according to the whole-core injection method
of Jørgensen (1978). Alternatively, radioactive methane was
injected through the rubber stoppers into sediment sampled
from GC cores. After tracer injection, the push cores or glass
tubes were incubated at in situ temperature (8 ◦ C) for 24 h
in the dark. Subsequently, microbial activity was terminated
by sectioning 1 cm intervals of sediment into 40 mL glass
vials filled with 20 mL of sodium hydroxide (2.5 % w/w). All
Biogeosciences, 11, 507–523, 2014
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Table 1. Overview of sampled stations at Mound 11 and 12 during cruises SO206, SO173/4, M66/3a, and M54/3a.
Site
Mound 11
Mound 11
Mound 11
Mound 11
Mound 12
Mound 12
Mound 12
Mound 12
Mound 12

Station
SO206-38
SO206-39
SO206-50
M54-155
SO206-44
SO206-46
M54-97-2
SO173 110-1
M66-213

Instrument

Lat. (N◦ )

Long. (W◦ )

Water depth (m)

GC
TV-MUC
GC
GC
TV-MUC
TV-MUC
GC
GC
GC

8◦ 55.360
8◦ 55.340
8◦ 55.330
8◦ 55.360
8◦ 55.690
8◦ 55.720
8◦ 55.900
8◦ 55.740
8◦ 55.850

−84◦ 18.220
−84◦ 18.230
−84◦ 18.230
−84◦ 18.230
−84◦ 18.790
−84◦ 18.830
−84◦ 18.700
−84◦ 18.810
−84◦ 18.600

1016
1005
1003
1018
1007
1009
1001
1008
980

Table 2. List of carbonate samples from Mound 11 and 12 used for
mineralogy and stable isotope analysis of carbonates. Samples from
SO173, M66, and M54 were used for 87 Sr / 86 Sr and δ 13 C analysis
(cmbsf = centimetres below seafloor).
Site

Station

Mound 11
Mound 11
Mound 11
Mound 11
Mound 11
Mound 11
Mound 11
Mound 11
Mound 11
Mound 11

SO206-38
SO206-39
SO206-39
SO206-39
SO206-39
SO206-39
SO206-39, shell
SO206-39, shell
M54-155 A
M54-155 B

Mound 12
Mound 12
Mound 12
Mound 12
Mound 12
Mound 12

SO206-44
SO206-46
SO173-110-1
M66-213
M54-97-2
M54 97-2

Depth
(cmbsf)
172–185
8
10–12
11
20–25
26–30
25
26–30
90
100
5–8
6–7
50–60
0
353
353

sediment from a glass tube was transferred into a 40 mL glass
vial with sodium hydroxide. Vials were closed immediately
after sediment transfer and shaken vigorously before storage.
Controls were first transferred into sodium hydroxide before
addition of radiotracer. At GEOMAR, AOM rates were determined after Treude et al. (2005) (gas chromatography, 14 CH4
combustion, and calculation) and Joye et al. (2004) (14 CO2
trapping).
2.7

Sulfate reduction (SR) rates

Sampling, injection, and incubation conditions were identical to that of the AOM samples. The injected radiotracer was
radioactive sulfate (35 SO2−
4 dissolved in water, 6 µL injection
volume, activity 200 kBq, specific activity 37 TBq mmol−1 ).
After 24 h, microbial activity was terminated by sectioning
Biogeosciences, 11, 507–523, 2014

1 cm intervals of sediment into 50 mL plastic centrifuge vials
filled with 20 mL of zinc acetate (20 % w/w). Controls were
first transferred into zinc acetate before addition of radiotracer. SR rates were determined using the cold-chromium
distillation method by Kallmeyer et al. (2004).
2.8

X-ray diffraction and isotope analysis of carbonates

Carbonate samples and bivalve shell fragments were dried
at 37 ◦ C for 12 h and gently cleaned of sediment remains.
The top surface from each carbonate piece was scoured
over an area of ∼ 5 mm × 5 mm, after which a small cavity was drilled to yield mineral powder. The powder was
analysed for mineralogy using X-ray diffraction (Philips Xray diffractometer PW 1710 with monochromatic CoKα,
40 kV, 35 mA, 0.01◦ s−1 ) between 2 and 70 2θ (incident
angle). The resulting spectra were analysed using the software XPowder® (XPowder, Spain). Quantitative analyses of
the spectra were carried out by the reference intensity ratios (RIR) method with a precision of approximately 5 %.
In order to calculate the molar percentage of MgCO3 of
magnesian calcite, the d-104 calcite peak shift was determined after Goldsmith et al. (1961). The standard error was
about ±1 mol % MgCO3 content according to lab standards
(Mavromatis et al., 2012).
From each homogenized carbonate powder sample (see
above), an aliquot of 10 mg was separated for carbon δ 13 C
and oxygen δ 18 O stable isotope analysis. A fraction (approximately 1 mg) was dissolved by water-free phosphoric acid
at 73 ◦ C in a “Carbo-Kiel” (Thermo Fischer Scientific Inc.)
online carbonate preparation line, and measured for carbon
and oxygen stable isotope ratios with a MAT 253 mass spectrometer (Thermo Fischer Inc.). The δ 13 C and δ 18 O values
are reported as permil deviation from laboratory standard referred to the V-PDB (Vienna Pee Dee belemnite) scale. The
standard deviations given are based on replicate analyses
(n = 7) of the laboratory standard. External reproducibility
was 0.032 ‰ for δ 13 C and 0.054 ‰ for δ 18 O (1-σ values).
The δ 18 O values of carbonates are strongly dependent on
the temperature at which precipitation occurred and also on
the δ 18 O signature of the surrounding liquid phase. In order
www.biogeosciences.net/11/507/2014/
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to constrain the hydrological conditions during the precipitation, the equilibrium δ 18 O values for the different carbonate
phases with water were calculated for present local seafloor
conditions, i.e. a bottom-water temperature of 8 ◦ C (derived
from measurements during SO206) and δ 18 O of + 0.2 ‰
(SO206-39 (MUC) bottom water). The equilibrium fractionation factor for 18 O between calcite and water was calculated
according to Kim and O’Neil (1997):
1000 ln αcalcite−water = 18.03 × 103 T −1 − 32.42,

(2)

with temperature, T , in kelvin. The equilibrium δ 18 O value
for magnesian calcite and water was calculated by applying a
correction factor of 0.06 ‰ for each mol % of MgCO3 (Tarutani et al. 1969). The equation of Grossman and Ku (1986)
was used for calculating the δ 18 O equilibrium fractionation
factor between aragonite and water:
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◦ 
C = 21.8 − 4.69 (δ 18 Oaragonite − δ 18 Owater ).

(3)

The δ 18 O equilibrium fractionation factor between dolomite
and water was calculated after Fritz and Smith (1970):
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(4)

In addition, strontium, oxygen, and carbon isotope data of
visually selected carbonate-dominated nodule fragments of
millimetre size obtained from Mound 11 and 12 during previous cruises (listed in Table 2) are reported in this study. The
strontium data were applied as a potential indicator of different 	
  fluid sources and their contribution during precipitation.
For strontium isotope analysis, samples were leached with
2.25 N HNO3 to ensure complete dissolution of carbonate
phases. The average concentration of strontium in terrigenous sediments is 240 ppm (Capo et al., 1998), while marine carbonates contain at least by a factor of 5 to 30 more
strontium (Dasch, 1969; Bayon et al., 2007). As the samples were carbonate dominated, the contribution of strontium
from etched and partially dissolved terrigenous material was
considered to be of minor impact.
Strontium isotope ratios were determined by thermal ionization mass spectrometry (TIMS) after chemical separation
by cation exchange chromatography using Sr-specific resin
(Eichrom). Reported strontium isotope data are normalized
to a 87 Sr / 86 Sr ratio of 0.710248 for NIST 987 according to
McArthur et al. (1998). IAPSO standard seawater was measured as a reference for modern seawater 87 Sr / 86 Sr, giving
a value of 0.709176. During the present study, the analytical precision of samples was higher than the external reproducibility of ± 1.5 × 10−5 (2σ ). Only sample SO173 110-1-a
(Table 6) showed a lower precision (2.1 × 10−5 2σ ).
2.9

Numerical modelling of measured data

A simple one-dimensional transport–reaction model similar
to previously published approaches (Hensen and Wallmann,
2005; Schmidt et al., 2005; Wallmann et al., 2006; Dale et
al., 2010) was formulated to simulate the measured porewater profiles of Cl− , SO2−
4 , CH4 , total hydrogen sulfide,
2+ in the three MUC
(TH2 S, ∼ H2 S + HS− ), HCO−
3 , and Ca
cores and one gravity core (Table 3). The model was primarily used to quantify upward flow velocities, benthic fluxes,
and rates of AOM and CaCO3 precipitation. Processes considered include porewater advection and irrigation (non-local
exchange), sediment accumulation, and molecular diffusion
of dissolved species. Organic matter degradation was not
simulated as its rate is assumed to be insignificant compared
to methane-related SR and AOM (Karaca et al., 2010; Wallmann et al., 2006).

Biogeosciences, 11, 507–523, 2014
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Table 3. Summary of model input parameters and boundary conditions used for numerical modelling of biogeochemical processes at Mound
11 and 12.

Model parameter values
Length core
Length of simulated sediment column
Number of model layers
Temperature (T )
Salinity (S)
Pressure (P )
Porosity at sediment surface (φtop )
Porosity at infinite sediment depth( φbot )
Attenuation coefficient for porosity decrease with depth (const)
Burial velocity at depth (ωbot )
Fluid flow at the sediment–water interface ( νtop )
Kinetic constant for the anaerobic oxidation of methane (kAOM )
Kinetic constant for CaCO3 precipitation (kCa )
Kinetic constant for H2 S removal from porewater (kreS )
Attenuation coefficient for decrease in H2 S removal rate (remS)
Non-local mixing coefficient (α 0 )
Depth of irrigated layer (xmix )
Irrigation parameter (wmix )
Porewater concentration upper/lower boundary
2−
BW SO2−
4 /BS SO4
BW CH4 /BS CH4
BW Cl− /BS Cl−
−
BW HCO−
3 /BS HCO3
BW Ca2+ / BS Ca2+
BW total sulfide/ BS total sulfide

Mound 11,
SO206-39

Mound 11,
SO206-50

Mound 12,
SO206-44

Mound 12,
SO206-46

unit

constraint

35.5
100
200
8
35
101
0.84
0.66
0.04
0.02
200
15000
50000
0.01
0.01
500
1
1.7

290
500
120
8
35
101
0.65
0.68
0
0.02
1.2
200
0.85
0.0005
0
1.2
20
30

13
100
200
8
35
101
0.76
0.68
0.12
0.02
15
6400
80
0
0.00002
50
3
0.8

9
100
200
8
35
101
0.82
0.68
0.16
0.02
15
1000
500
0
0
250
0
2

cm
cm
–
◦C
PSU
bar
1
1
cm−1
cm yr−1
cm yr−1
mmol−1 cm3 yr−1
yr−1
mmol cm−3 yr−1
cm−1
yr−1
cm
cm

measured
pre-defined
pre-defined
measured
measured
measured
measured
fitted
fitted
pre-defined*
fitted
fitted
fitted
fitted
fitted
fitted
fitted
fitted

27/0
0.00001/75
548/200
2.3/4.5
10.18/9.20
0.001/0.0

28.5/0
0.00001/85
550.5/10
4.0/0
10.5/10.0
0.001/1.0

28.5/0
0.00001/85
557.5/550
2.3/30
10.4/6.0
0.001/0.0

28.5/0
0.00001/85
550.5/550
2.3/30
10.42/8.54
0.001/0.0

mM
mM
mM
mM
mM
µM

measured
measured
measured
calculated
measured
measured

BW indicates concentrations of dissolved species at the upper boundary of the model column, whereas BS represent concentrations at the bottom of the sediment column. ∗ Hensen et al. (2005) and Karaca et
al. (2010)

A partial differential equation based on the classical approach for early diagenesis (Berner, 1980) was used to simulate the steady-state concentrations and fluxes:
∂C(x)
∂C (x) ∂(φ (x) · Dsed (x) · ∂x )
=
∂t
∂x
∂(φ (x) v (x) C(x))
−
+ φ(x) · R(x)
∂x

φ (x) ·

(5)

where C(x) is the concentration of dissolved species in pore
fluids (mmol l−1 ), t is the time (yr), x is the sediment depth
(cm), φ(x) is the sediment porosity, Dsed (x) is the molecular
diffusion coefficient in sediments (cm2 yr−1 ), ν(x) is the advection velocity of pore fluid (cm yr−1 ), and R(x) represents
the sum of all reactions considered in the simulated sediment
domain.
Due to compaction, sediment porosity decreases with
depth and can be approximated by
φ(χ) = (φtop − φbot · e(−const·x) + φbot ,

(6)

where φtop is the porosity at the upper boundary and const
(cm−1 ) is the attenuation coefficient for the decrease of
porosity with depth.
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The velocity of pore fluid advection through sediments
consists of a downward component due to burial and compaction and an upward component due to fluid advection
from depth:
v(x) =

ωbot · φbot − vtop · φtop
,
φ(x)

(7)

where ωbot is the sedimentation rate at the lower boundary
(cm yr−1 ), φbot is the porosity at the lower boundary, and
νtop (cm yr−1 ) is the upward-directed fluid velocity at the
sediment surface.
Temperature-dependent molecular diffusion coefficients of dissolved species were calculated according to
Boudreau (1997) and corrected for tortuosity:
Dsed (x) =

D0
,
1 − ln(φ(x))2

(8)

where D0 is the molecular diffusion coefficient in seawater
at the in situ temperature.
Admixing of bottom water into the upper sediment column is a process which is typically observed in seep environments and has been ascribed to various processes such
as density-driven formation of convection cells or irrigation
through bubble ebullition (Henry et al., 1996; Haeckel et al.,
2007; Chuang et al., 2013). In general, these processes can be
www.biogeosciences.net/11/507/2014/
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simulated by including a non-local mixing term (Boudreau
and Marinelli, 1994; Schmidt et al., 2005):
Rmix (x) = α(x) · (C(x) − C(0)),

α

0

α (x) =

(9)

,

(10)

where α 0 (x) (yr−1 ) is the depth-dependent irrigation coefficient, α 0 (yr−1 ) is a site-specific irrigation coefficient (yr−1 ),
(C(x) − C(0)) is the difference in solute concentration between seawater and sediment, xmix (cm) is the depth of the
mixed layer, and wmix (cm) represents the thickness of the
transition layer between irrigated and non-irrigated sediment
layers.
Methane is oxidized with sulfate during AOM, resulting in
the production of hydrogen sulfide and bicarbonate:
−
−
CH4 +SO2−
4 →HCO3 +HS +H2 O.

(11)

The rate of AOM (RAOM , mmol cm−3 yr−1 ) was calculated
using a bimolecular rate law:


RAOM (x) = kAOM · (SO2−
)(CH
)
,
(12)
4
4
where kAOM is a kinetic constant for the anaerobic oxidation
of methane (in mmol−1 cm3 yr−1 ).
In order to produce fits to porewater profiles of dissolved
hydrogen sulfide, precipitation of iron sulfides is assumed using Eq. (13) as suggested by Wallmann et al. (2008):




H2 S+2 5Fe2 O3 →2 5FeS2 +1 5FeS+1 5FeO+H2 O. (13)
The general depth-dependent function of sulfide removal
from pore fluid (RSprec (x)) is defined as
RSprec (x) =

The loss of HCO−
3 during precipitation of CaCO3 and the
−
production of HCO−
3 and HS during AOM strongly affect
porewater total alkalinity (TA). Neglecting minor porewater
constituents such as B(OH)−
4 , TA can be defined as
2−
−
TA = HCO−
3 + 2CO3 + HS .

0

1 + e(x−xmix )/wmix
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(H2 S)
· kreS · e(−remS·x) ,
KSP + (H2 S)

(14)

where KSP is the Michaelis–Menten constant for sulfide removal in mmol cm−3 , kreS is a kinetic constant for total sulfide removal from pore fluids in mmol cm−3 yr−1 , and remS
is the attenuation coefficient for the decrease in sulfide removal rate with depth in cm−1 .
Rates of CaCO3 precipitation were derived by fitting the
model curve to the porewater Ca2+ profile:
RCa (x) = kCa · (Cameas (x) − Camod (x)),

(15)

An analytical function was fit through the data (Cameas (x)).
The rate of CaCO3 precipitation is thus a function of the concentration difference between Ca2+ calculated in the model
during each depth interval and time step (Camod (x)) and
the measured Ca2+ (Cameas (x)). Precipitation rates were adjusted by varying the rate constant kCa (in yr−1 ). Precipitation of CaCO3 consumes two moles of bicarbonate per mole
of Ca2+ :
Ca2+ +2HCO−
3 →CaCO3 +CO2 +H2 O.
www.biogeosciences.net/11/507/2014/

(16)

(17)

At prevailing pH values between 7 and 8, HCO−
3 contributes
more than 90 % to the carbonate alkalinity and HS− dominates TH2 S, and as such a simplified alkalinity calculation
can be performed considering only these two major species
in our modelling approach:
−
TA = HCO−
3 + HS .

(18)

This approach is not meant to substitute a full representation
of the carbonate system. Instead, the comparison between
measured and modelled alkalinity and hydrogen sulfide profiles provides a constraint on chosen AOM and CaCO3 precipitation rates.
At the upper and lower boundary of the model column,
constant concentrations of dissolved species were prescribed
(Dirichlet boundary conditions). The individual bottomwater concentrations of chemical species were defined as upper boundary conditions (0 cm) for each of the four modelled cores. Chemical species concentrations at the base of
the cores served as lower boundary conditions. The upper
and lower boundary conditions as well as other model parameters are summarized in Table 3.
Reliable measurements of dissolved methane were not
available since most of the dissolved methane is typically
lost during core retrieval (e.g. Hensen et al., 2007). Because
all modelled cores indicate methane saturation at some depth
below the zone of sulfate penetration, methane concentrations at the lower boundary were defined by calculating the
(temperature-, pressure-, and chlorinity-dependent) solubility with respect to gas hydrate stability (Tishchenko et al.,
2005) for each core separately.
Central finite differences were applied to approximate
the spatial derivatives of the partial differential equations
(PDEs). The NDSolve object of Mathematica® version 7.0
(method-of-lines technique) was used to solve the resulting
systems of ordinary differential equations (ODEs).
3
3.1

Results
Porewater chemistry and microbial turnover rates

Biogeochemical profiles obtained at Mound 11, stations
SO206-39 (MUC) and SO206-50 (GC) respectively (Fig. 3)
revealed considerable differences regarding the vertical position of the sulfate–methane transition zone (SMT) and
the location of peak microbial turnover rates of methane
and sulfate (Fig. 3a, e). The sediment core from SO20639 showed a strong decline of sulfate from a surface
Biogeosciences, 11, 507–523, 2014
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−1 to < 0.5 mmol L−1
concentration of 27.4 mmol SO2−
4 L
within the first 6 cm below seafloor (cmbsf). Methane
concentration increased from 2 mmol CH4 L−1 at 21 cmbsf
to 17.9 mmol CH4 L−1 at 7.5 cmbsf. Towards the surface,
values further declined to 0.6 mmol CH4 L−1 . The SMT
was located at ∼ 5 cmbsf. Sulfate concentration at station SO206-50 (GC) decreased from a surface concen−1 to < 0.5 mmol SO2− L−1 at
tration of 27.5 mmol SO2−
4 L
4
150.5 cmbsf. Methane declined from 5.1 mmol CH4 L−1 at
the bottom of the core (290 cmbsf) to 1.9 mmol CH4 L−1
at 210 cmbsf. At a sediment depth of 190 cmbsf methane
concentration steeply increased to 20.9 mmol CH4 L−1 , followed by a sharp decline to a surface concentration of
0.06 mmol CH4 L−1 . The SMT at station SO206-50 was located at ∼ 125 cmbsf, i.e. considerably deeper compared to
SO206-39.
At Mound 11, AOM and SR rates from SO206-39
showed peak values of 4.4 µmol CH4 cm−3 d−1 and
−3 d−1 , respectively, between 2 and
8.1 µmol SO2−
4 cm
5 cmbsf (Fig. 3b, c). Corresponding integrated average
areal rates (0–10 cm) were 140.71 (±40.84 SD, n = 3)
mmol CH4 m−2 d−1 for AOM and 117.25 (±82.06 SD,
−2 d−1 for SR (Table 4). At
n = 3) mmol SO2−
4 m
SO206-50, maximum rates for AOM and SR reached
−3 d−1 ,
0.01 µmol CH4 cm−3 d−1 and 0.017 µmol SO2−
4 cm
respectively, at 65 cmbsf (Fig. 3f, g). Corresponding
areal rates, integrated over the sampled core length
(290 cm), yielded average values of 4.76 (±2.21 SD, n = 3)
mmol CH4 m−2 d−1 for AOM and 45.48 (±53.67 SD, n = 2)
−2 d−1 for SR. Despite the differences in
mmol SO2−
4 m
AOM and SR rates of stations SO206-50 and SO206-39,
maximum sulfide (2.3 and 4.4 mmol L−1 ) and total alkalinity (2.1 and 4.2 meq L−1 ) levels were of the same order of
magnitude in both cores (Fig. 3d, h). In contrast to SO206-50
the curvatures of sulfide and TA at SO206-39 showed a
downward concavity below the SMT.
At Mound 12, the sulfate and methane concentration profiles differed between the two stations SO206-44 (MUC) and
SO206-46 (MUC) (Fig. 4a, e). At station SO206-44, sulfate decreased gradually from surface concentrations of 28.4
−1 between 5 and 7 cmbsf. Below this
to 4.2 mmol SO2−
4 L
−1
depth, sulfate concentration declined to 1.4 mmol SO2−
4 L
at the core bottom (13 cmbsf). Methane concentrations
in SO206-44 sediment varied considerably over the entire core length of 20 cm. At the surface, methane concentration was 3.5 mmol CH4 L−1 , followed by an increase
to ∼ 14 mmol CHL−1
between 2.5 and 6.5 cmbsf. Below
4
this depth, methane concentration varied between 1 and
12 mmol L−1 . Due to the presence of massive carbonate
layers in the sediment, core liner penetration at station
SO206-46 was limited to 12–15 cmbsf. Here, sulfate de−1
clined from surface concentrations of 28.3 mmol SO2−
4 L
2− −1
to 11.5 mmol SO4 L at 9 cmbsf. Methane increased from
1.3 to 19.1 mmol CH4 L−1 between 11 and 9 cmbsf, declin-
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ing steeply to < 0.2 mmol CH4 L−1 towards the sediment surface.
Highest rates for AOM and SR at Mound 12 were measured between 2 and 5 cmbsf at both stations. At station SO206-44, peak values of 0.58 µmol CH4 cm−3 d−1
−3 d−1 were measured (Fig. 4b, c).
and 0.52 µmol SO2−
4 cm
Integrated average areal rates of the top 10 cm yielded
22.37 (±0.85 SD, n = 3) mmol CH4 m−2 d−1 and 23.99
−2 d−1 for AOM and
(±5.79 SD, n = 3) mmol SO2−
4 m
SR, respectively (Table 4). At station SO206-46, microbial rates were slightly higher, reaching maximum values
of 0.65 µmol CH4 cm−3 d−1 (AOM) and 2.30 µmol cm−3 d−1
(SR) (Fig. 4f, g). Corresponding average areal rates were
10.68 (±3.53 SD, n = 3) for AOM and 64.97 (±6.79 SD,
n = 3) for SR.
3.2

Numerical modelling results

The advective fluid flow velocity and AOM and calcium
carbonate precipitation rates were determined by fitting the
model to the porewater data. Parameter values and boundary conditions used for simulations (Table 3) yielded good
fits to the measured porewater profiles (see supplementary
information, Figs. 1S–4S). Considerable deviations between
model results and porewater data occurred only for methane
and hydrogen sulfide profiles, as measured concentrations
were lower than simulated values. This discrepancy is caused
by the loss of methane and hydrogen sulfide due to outgassing during core retrieval and has been reported before
(e.g. Karaca et al., 2010; Hensen et al., 2007).
The depth-integrated AOM rates differed considerably
between the two cores obtained at Mound 11 (SO206-39
(MUC) and SO206-50 (GC)) (Table 4). For station SO20639 an AOM rate of 143.69 mmol CH4 m−2 d−1 (integrated
from 0 to 100 cm sediment depth) was calculated. In contrast, at station SO206-50 the modelled AOM rate (integrated
from 0 to 500 cm sediment depth) was two orders of magnitude lower (1.62 mmol CH4 m−2 d−1 ). The two stations at
Mound 12 (SO206-44 (MUC), SO206-46 (MUC)) showed
modelled AOM rates (each integrated from 0 to 100 cm sediment depth) of 22.23 and 16.16 mmol CH4 m−2 d−1 , respectively. Between stations SO206-39 and SO206-50 (Mound
11) depth-integrated calcium carbonate precipitation rates
varied between 6.52 and 0.61 mmol CaCO3 m−2 d−1 , respectively, while the two stations from Mound 12 showed values
of 2.35 (SO206-44) and 1.53 mmol Ca2+ m−2 d−1 (SO20646).
According to model results, considerable differences of
sediment–water column total fluxes of the dissolved chemical species occurred between the two mounds (Table 4). Due
to the 1 : 1 stoichiometry of methane and sulfate consumption during AOM, the total influx of sulfate from the water
column into the sediment was in accordance with the depthintegrated AOM rates at the four stations with highest sulfate fluxes at station SO206-39 (Mound 11) and SO206-44
www.biogeosciences.net/11/507/2014/
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Fig. 3. Mound 11 porewater profiles for sulfate, methane, sulfide, and total alkalinity (TA) as well as rates of sulfate reduction (SR) and
anaerobic oxidation of methane (AOM). (A–D): SO206-39 (MUC) (covered by sulfur bacteria mat); (E–H): SO206-50 (GC). For SR and
AOM profiles of individual replicates (fine lines with symbols) average profiles (bold lines without symbols) are given. Note the difference
in depth (cmbsf) between station SO206-50 (GC) and stations SO206-39, 44, and 46 (MUC).
Table 4. Ex situ determined rates of anaerobic oxidation of methane (AOM) and sulfate reduction (SR) obtained from SO206 MUC sediment
cores, in comparison with previous studies. Modelled AOM rates and benthic fluxes are also presented. All rates are expressed in mmol m−2
d−1 . Standard deviations (SD) are given.

Site

Station

AOM

Mound 11
Mound 11
Mound 12
Mound 12

SO206-39
SO206-50
SO206-44
SO206-46

140.71 (±40.84 SD )
4.76 (±2.21 SD)
22.37 (±0.85 SD)
10.68 (±3.53 SD)

SR

Depth of
integration
(cm)

AOM

Precipitation
CaCO3

SO2−
4 *

0–10
0–270
0–10
0–10

143.69
1.62
22.23
16.16

6.52
0.61
2.35
1.53

143.82
1.62
22.24
16.16

measured

Mound 121
Mound 11 modelled2
Hydrate Ridge3
Håkon Mosby4

16.11
9.64
99.00 (±102.00 SD)
19.45 (±5.48 SD)

CH4 *

HCO−
3*

Ca2+ *

Simulated
core
length (cm)

−151.43
−0.40
−26.89
−23.21

−35.82
0.40
0.48
−1.35

100
500
100
100

modelled
117.25 (±82.06 SD)
45.48 (±53.67 SD)
23.99 (±5.79 SD)
64.97 (±6.79 SD)

65.00 (±58.00 SD)

−201.63
−0.30
−4.28
−12.45

0–10
0–27.5
0–10
0–10

1 Linke et al. (2000), 2 Karaca et al. (2010), 3 Treude et al. (2003), 4 Niemann et al. (2006). ∗ Total benthic flux; negative values indicate upward flux from sediment into the water column, while positive values represent downward flux from the

water column into the sediment.
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Fig. 4. Mound 12 porewater profiles for sulfate, methane, sulfide, and total alkalinity (TA) as well as sediment rates of sulfate reduction (SR)
and anaerobic oxidation of methane (AOM). (A–D): SO206-44 (MUC) (covered by sulfur bacteria mat); (E–H): SO206-46 (MUC) cores
(covered by bacterial mat). For SR and AOM profiles of individual replicates (fine lines with symbols), average profiles (bold lines without
symbols) are given.
−2 d−1 , re(Mound 12) of 143.82 and 22.24 mmol SO2−
4 m
spectively (Table 4). The calculated methane flux yielded
negative values for all stations, indicating a flux from the
sediment to the water column. The two stations at Mound
11 showed contrasting values for the absolute methane flux,
ranging from 201.63 (SO206-39) to 0.30 mmol CH4 m−2 d−1
(SO206-50). Furthermore, the two stations at Mound 12
largely differed in upward methane flux, showing values of
4.28 and 12.45 mmol CH4 m−2 d−1 , respectively. Modelled
total flux of dissolved inorganic carbon – taking into account methane advection rate, AOM rate, and carbonate precipitation rate – showed bicarbonate (HCO−
3 ) export from
the sediment into the water column at both mounds (Table 4). In accordance to fluid flow and AOM rate, highest
bicarbonate flux was found at station SO206-39 (Mound
11, 151.43 mmol C m−2 d−1 ), while the corresponding flux
rate at the neighbouring station SO206-50 was considerably
−2 d−1 ). At the two stations at
lower (0.40 mmol HCO−
3 m

Mound 12, total upward bicarbonate flux ranged between
26.89 (SO206-44) and 23.21 mmol C m−2 d−1 (SO206-46).
Modelled flux rates of calcium showed an upward flux into
the water column of 35.82 and 1.35 mmol Ca2+ m−2 d−1 at
stations SO206-39 (Mound 11) and SO1206-46 (Mound 12),
respectively. In contrast, stations SO206-50 (Mound 11) and
SO206-44 (Mound 12) were characterized by downward calcium fluxes of 0.40 and 0.48 mmol Ca2+ m−2 d−1 , respectively.
3.3

Carbonate mineralogy and isotopic composition

The carbonate nodules obtained during the SO206 cruise
were composed of a matrix consisting of carbonate-cemented
sediment with carbonate contents varying between 52 and
61 wt %. Encountered carbonate shapes varied from elongated structures, some of which exceeded 12 cm in length,
to roundish nodules of < 1 to 4 cm diameter. The two shell

Biogeosciences, 11, 507–523, 2014
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calcite and aragonite. In contrast, Mound 12 samples from
cruises M54, M66, and SO173 were largely dominated by
aragonite (Table 6). The carbon and oxygen isotopic signatures of carbonate samples obtained from Mound 12 were in
general more negative than at Mound 11. Values for δ 13 C
ranged from −48.98 to −39.53 ‰ (±0.03 SD) (Tables 5
and 6), δ 18 O ranged between 3.09 and 4.48 ‰ (±0.05 SD).
In contrast to Mound 11, the carbonate samples collected
from Mound 12 generally showed higher 87 Sr / 86 Sr ratios
(0.709088 to 0.709167), ranging close to the value for modern seawater (0.709176) (Table 6). The composition of magnesian calcite was rather homogeneous in all samples from
the two mounds, with a MgCO3 content ranging between 12
and 16 mol %. The results for mineralogy and isotopic composition of sampled carbonates are compiled in Tables 5 and
6.
1049	
  

Fig. 5. δ 13 C vs. δ 18 O plot of carbonate material sampled from various locations during SO206 (solid symbols). The grouping was
based on isotopic, petrographic, mineralogical, and morphological
similarities according to Han et al. (2004). All values refer to the
V-PDB scale.

fragments showed carbonate contents of 17 and 31 wt %.
The mineralogy of the carbonate nodules from Mound 11
was largely dominated by magnesian calcite, representing
42 to 49 wt % of the total sample mass, and aragonite (10–
13 wt % of the total sample mass) (Table 5). In one sample at station SO206-39, magnesian calcite occurred together
with dolomite. Another Mound 11 sample showed aragonite as the sole carbonate mineral present. In contrast to the
carbonate nodules, the two shell fragments most likely belonging to the vesicomyid family were mainly characterized
by aragonite and calcite. Carbonate samples excluding the
shell samples from Mound 11 were characterized by δ 13 C
values ranging from −29.56 to −14.14 ‰ (±0.03 SD) (Table 5, Table 6, Fig. 5). Corresponding δ 18 O values varied
between 3.18 and 6.15 ‰ (±0.05 SD). Isotopic signatures
of the two bivalve shell fragments deviated from the au	
  
thigenic
carbonate samples, with δ 18 O 47	
  
being lower (3.55–
3.96 ‰) (±0.05 SD) and δ 13 C values being considerably
higher (−9.61 to −6.98 ‰) (±0.03 SD). The two samples
from Mound 11 collected during cruise M54 were characterized by varying contents of aragonite and calcite (Table 6). In
addition, the carbonate-dominated leachates (2.25 N HNO3 )
of these samples showed 87 Sr / 86 Sr ratios (0.708829 and
0.709049), which were considerably lower than for modern
seawater (Table 6).
The two carbonate samples from Mound 12, obtained during SO206, also consisted mainly of magnesian calcite (Table 5). In comparison to Mound 11, the mass of magnesian calcite was smaller, ranging from 33 to 39 wt %. The
two samples also differed amongst each other; one contained magnesian calcite and calcite, the other magnesian
www.biogeosciences.net/11/507/2014/
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Discussion

In the present study, considerable differences of microbial
AOM and SR activity as well as in δ 18 O, δ 13 C, and 87 Sr / 86 Sr
isotopic signatures of carbonates from surface sediment samples of the two neighbouring mounds are indicative of different fluid contributions. In the following sections the differences in microbial activity and carbonate isotopic signatures
between Mound 11 and 12 will be discussed.
4.1

Microbial activity

Measured areal AOM and SR rates obtained from Mound
11 were up to one order of magnitude higher compared to
Mound 12, and were in the same order of rates reported
for high-advective cold-seep systems such as Hydrate Ridge
(Treude et al., 2003) and Håkon Mosby Mud Volcano (Niemann et al., 2006) (Table 4). To our knowledge, areal measured AOM rates of Mound 11 (SO206-39) exceed values
that have been published for marine cold-seep locations so
far (e.g. Treude et al., 2003; Joye et al., 2004; Krüger et al.,
2005). AOM and SR rates at the Mound 11 station SO206-50
were considerably lower than at SO206-39, illustrating the
strong spatial heterogeneity in fluid flow often encountered
at seep locations.
The observed difference in AOM and SR rates between
the two mounds might be due to different advective transport velocities of methane charged fluid. Previous reactivetransport modelling (Mound 11) (Karaca et al., 2010) and
benthic flux chamber experiments (Mound 12) (Linke et al.,
2005) yielded maximum fluid flow at Mound 11 as high as
200 cm yr−1 at the centre of the seep (within microbial mat
patches), while only approximately 10 cm yr−1 was calculated for Mound 12. In contrast to these previous investigations, the present study derived fluid flow velocities of the
two mounds from a comprehensive data set acquired during
a single cruise. As the same methodological approach was
Biogeosciences, 11, 507–523, 2014
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Table 5. Mineralogy and stable isotope composition of carbonate samples from Mound 11 and 12 (cruise SO206). The standard deviation
(SD) of lab standard is given.

Station

Depth
(cmbsf)

Total
carbonate
(wt %)

Magnesian
calcite
(wt %)

mol % of
MgCO3

SO206-38
SO206-39
SO206-39
SO206-39
SO206-39
SO206-39
SO206-39, shell
SO206-39, shell
SO206-44
SO206-46

172–185
8
10–12
11
20–25
26–30
25
26–30
5–8
6–7

54
60
58
53
58
48
17
31
55
54

44
49
48
42
46

14
13
15
13
15

6

12

33
39

15
15

Site
Mound 11
Mound 11
Mound 11
Mound 11
Mound 11
Mound 11
Mound 11
Mound 11
Mound 12
Mound 12

Calcite
(wt %)

Aragonite
(wt %)

Dolomite
(wt %)

10
12
11

7
12

11
13
48
11
19
13

27

δ 13 C

SD

−27.14
−26.21
−21.20
−27.49
−29.56
−29.01
−6.98
−9.61
−48.98
−45.70

0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03

δ 18 O SD

5.65
5.87
4.72
5.71
6.15
5.85
3.55
3.96
4.15
4.48

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05

Table 6. List of 87 Sr / 86 Sr ratios, δ 13 C, and δ 18 O of carbonate-dominated fragments from Mound 11 and 12 carbonates obtained during
cruises M54, M66, and SO173. Second standard error (2σ ) and standard deviations (SD) are given.
Site

Station

Mound 11
Mound 11
Mound 12
Mound 12
Mound 12
Mound 12
Mound 12
Mound 12
Mound 12
Mound 12

M54-155 A
M54-155 B
M54-97-2 A
M54-97-2 B
M66-3 213 A
M66-3 213 B
SO173 110-1a
SO173 110-1b
SO173 110-1
SO173 110-1

Depth (cmbsf)

87 Sr / 86 Sr

2σ

δ 13 C

SD

δ 18 O

SD

Aragonite (wt %)

Calcite (wt %)

155
155
353
353
0
0
50–60
50–60
50–60
50–60
Modern seawater∗

0.708829
0.709049
0.709167
0.709164
0.70909
0.709158
0.709114
0.709098
0.709088
0.709097
0.709176

1.4E-05
7.0E-06
7.5E-06
6.1E-06
7.0E-06
8.0E-06
2.1E-05
8.0E-06
7.0E-06
6.0E-06
1.5E-05

−14.14
−15.57
−46.28
−46.87
−39.53
−42.46
−49.13
−48.61
−47.50
−48.58

0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02

3.18
4.22
3.56
3.62
4.13
3.96
3.29
3.24
3.09
3.27

0.09
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04

10
70
> 98
> 98
95
> 98
90
> 98
> 98
> 98

90
30
<2
<2
5
<2
10
<2
<2
<2

∗ IAPSO standard seawater was used to represent modern seawater 87 Sr / 86 Sr ratio.

applied for both locations, measured and modelled results
can be compared directly.
The applied modelling approach indicated an advective
fluid flow 13 times larger at Mound 11 than Mound 12.
The fluid velocity constrained using the numerical transport–
reaction model at Mound 11 (SO206-39) was 200 cm yr−1 ,
which is the same value as determined by Karaca et al. (2010)
at this site. The modelled depth-integrated areal AOM rate
for Mound 11 (station SO206-39) was similar to the measured rate (Table 4). Thus, the modelling approach is suitable
to describe the rate of methane turnover and related biogeochemical processes at this station. The modelled AOM rate
for station SO206-50 was approximately 66 % lower than the
measured one. Considering that the measured AOM rate at
SO206-50 had a standard deviation of approximately 54 %,
the measured and modelled results were still in good agreement.
For both stations at Mound 12, best-fit model results were
obtained using a fluid flow velocity of 15 cm yr−1 . Linke et
al. (2005) (16 cm yr−1 ) and Karaca et al. (2010) (10 cm yr−1 )
yielded similar results, which indicate that spatial variation
of fluid advection is less pronounced than at Mound 11.

Biogeosciences, 11, 507–523, 2014

As for Mound 11, measured and modelled areal AOM rates
were generally similar for Mound 12. However, the measured AOM rate for station SO206-46 was approximately
51 % lower than predicted by the model. The data used to
constrain the model were obtained from the same multiple
corer deployment but using different cores from those used
for rate measurements. Therefore, it may be that variations
of AOM activity between individual MUC cores could explain the observed differences between measured and modelled areal AOM rates at both mounds.
Previous studies of seep sites at Hydrate Ridge showed
considerable lateral sediment heterogeneity regarding AOM
activity (Treude et al., 2003), which can also be assumed for
the region off Costa Rica (Hensen et al., 2004; Linke et al.,
2005; Schmidt et al., 2005). However, spatial heterogeneity
of AOM activity is not accounted for in the current model approach, as it assumed that concentrations and consequently
reaction rates only vary with sediment depth. Therefore, the
deviation of measurement- and model-based AOM rate for
station SO206-46 does not necessarily indicate that model
accuracy was insufficient to describe the methane-related
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biogeochemical processes at Mound 12, but rather illustrates
the spatial heterogeneity of sedimentary AOM activity.
It should be mentioned that the observed difference in
AOM and SR rates between the two mounds, measured here
in surface sediments covered by thick sulfur bacteria mats, illustrates the wide range of methane turnover that can be connected with this type of chemosynthetic habitat. Sulfur bacteria are capable of oxidizing sulfide (Jørgensen and Nelson,
2004), and are typically present at localities of high anaerobic methane turnover (Treude et al., 2003). Consequently,
the sulfate, produced by microbial sulfide oxidation, is partially introduced into the sediment, thus adding to the amount
of sulfate originating from seawater. The process of sulfide
oxidation is not explicitly resolved in the model; however,
it is mimicked by intense non-local transport of sulfate into
the sediment; that is, sulfide oxidation occurs on top of the
sediment column. Regardless of the ultimate source of sulfate
(re-oxidation or bottom water), shallow downward mixing of
bottom water is required to obtain measured AOM rates at
Mound 11 and is also suggested by shallow concave-down
type sulfate profile of the MUC core porewater (SO206-39)
at this location. The variability of AOM rates underneath sulfur bacteria mats observed in our study calls for caution with
respect to extrapolation of methane turnover rates based on
visual seafloor observations.
4.2

Carbonate mineralogy and isotope systematics

The authigenic carbonates from Mound 11 and 12 are a direct result of methane-dependent microbial activity. Measurements and modelling of the current microbial methane
and sulfate turnover can be utilized to constrain ongoing
methane advection. In addition, the carbonate archive provides indications for the long-term fluid advection of the past.
The majority of carbonate nodules, obtained during
SO206, were largely characterized by Mg-rich calcite as the
dominant carbonate phase, followed by aragonite, thus representing typical seep carbonates (Han et al., 2004; Pierre
et al., 2012). However, one carbonate sample from Mound
11 showed aragonite as the sole carbonate phase present
(48 wt % of the total sample). The chemical situation at
which aragonite or magnesian calcite is primarily formed is
not well constrained (Burton, 1993), but there is evidence
that the combination of the carbonate saturation state and the
Mg / Ca ratio in solution largely define the carbonate precipitate mineralogy (De Choudens-Sánchez and González,
2009). In addition, Burton and Walter (1987) showed that
a low bottom-water temperature of about 2.5 ◦ C may favour
calcite precipitation. Furthermore, magnesian calcite could
have replaced highly metastable aragonite (Pierre et al.,
2012). The occurrence of dolomite in one of the Mound 11
carbonate nodules might be the result of locally enhanced
microbial activity of sulfate-reducing bacteria (Krause et al.,
2012; Pierre et al., 2012).
www.biogeosciences.net/11/507/2014/
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In order to constrain the prevailing fluid sources during
precipitation, the equilibrium δ 18 O values for the present
carbonate phases and bottom water were calculated. Based
on the bottom-water conditions used (8 ◦ C, +0.2 ‰ δ 18 O),
the equilibrium δ 18 O values for calcite, magnesian calcite,
dolomite, and aragonite with water were 1.5, 2.4, 5.1, and
3.1 ‰, respectively. Considering the dominant carbonate
phases of the samples, the measured δ 18 O values apparently
exceeded the equilibrium values for bottom water (Table 5).
However, the δ 18 O value of one shallow sample from Mound
11, including magnesian calcite and dolomite, was close to
the equilibrium δ 18 O values for dolomite. Therefore, it cannot be excluded that carbonate from this sample formed under considerable influence of bottom water. In contrast, the
higher δ 18 O values of the remaining carbonates from Mound
11 indicate that precipitation occurred under considerable
influence of a deep-source fluid, which is enriched in 18 O
(Mavromatis et al., 2012). According to Hensen et al. (2004),
the observed positive δ 18 O values of deep-source fluids from
the study area are the result of clay-mineral dehydration at
temperatures between 85 and 130 ◦ C at ∼ 12 km depth and
subsequent upward fluid transport. The two bivalve shell
fragments were close to the equilibrium δ 18 O value for aragonite bottom water, indicating that synthesis of the shell indeed occurred in the bottom water. The two carbonate samples obtained from Mound 12 also showed higher δ 18 O values than the equilibrium values for the dominant carbonate
phases (Table 5). Yet, in comparison to Mound 11, the δ 18 O
values of Mound 12 carbonates were closer to the equilibrium values, indicating that deep-source fluid was present
during precipitation, but to a lesser extent than at Mound 11.
In comparison to Mound 12, carbonate nodules at Mound
11 were less depleted in δ 13 C, suggesting methane of thermogenic origin predominantly present during concretion formation (Schmidt et al., 2005). In principal, the δ 13 C values encountered in Mound 11 carbonates could also originate from
organic matter degradation (Curtis, 1987). However, organic
matter degradation is assumed to be a negligible sink for sulfate and a source of methane compared to SR and AOM fuelled by upward advection of methane-rich fluids in the study
area (Karaca et al., 2010; Wallmann et al., 2006). Therefore,
thermogenic methane is considered a primary inorganic carbon source in Mound 11 sediments. In contrast, methane of
biogenic origin from a shallower source might have been
causative for strongly depleted δ 13 C in Mound 12 carbonates
(Hensen and Wallmann, 2005).
Han et al. (2004) identified five types of authigenic carbonate associated with fluid vents on the Costa Rica margin based on morphological, petrographic, and stable isotope
criteria (referred to the PDB scale): chemoherm carbonates,
seepage-associated concretions, gas-hydrate-associated concretions, as well as calcareous and dolomitic concretions.
Regarding the isotopic composition, carbonate samples obtained for Mound 11 and 12 during the SO206 cruise can
be divided into two groups (Fig. 5). Group 1 was comprised
Biogeosciences, 11, 507–523, 2014
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1050	
  

of Mound 11 carbonates samples, while group 2 included
samples from Mound 12. Carbonates from group 1 were
characterized by δ 18 O values between 5.6 and 6.7 ‰. Corresponding δ 13 C values ranged from −21 to −29 ‰. According to the carbonate classification mentioned above, group 1
carbonate isotope composition is indicative of gas-hydrateassociated concretions (δ 18 O 5.2 to 6.8 ‰, δ 13 C −18.6 to
−29.8 ‰); Han et al., 2004). This type of carbonate is characterized by layered Mg-rich calcite and aragonite precipitated into spaces previously occupied by gas hydrates before
dissociation (Bohrmann et al., 2002; Suess, 2002). Bivalve
shell material from Mound 11 was mainly composed of aragonite and organic components. Corresponding values of δ 13 C
showed an isotopic signature considerably higher compared
to the carbonates (−6.9 and −9.7 ‰), indicating shell formation in seawater with atmospheric CO2 as a carbon source
(Emrich et al., 1970). The carbonates from group 2 had a
lower δ 18 O signature (4.1–4.5 ‰), while depletion of 13 C
was stronger compared to group 1 (−39 to −49 ‰). Accord1051	
  
ing to Han et al. (2004), carbonates of group 2 are typical
1052	
  
for seepage-associated concretions (δ 18 O 4.3 to 5.4 ‰, δ 13 C
−44.6 to −53.0 ‰). This type of carbonate occurs at or near
the seafloor, forming small, individual carbonate blocks, concretions, and crusts of high Mg calcite.
The 87 Sr / 86 Sr signature of the carbonate samples varied between the two mounds depending on the aragonite / calcite ratio (Table 6). The aragonite-dominated samples from Mound 12, representing 90 to > 98 wt % of the
present carbonate, generally showed 87 Sr / 86 Sr signatures
in the range of modern seawater or slightly lower. Considering the variation of the 87 Sr / 86 Sr encountered in carbonates from Mound 12, two groups can be distinguished
(Fig. 6). One group, consisting of five samples, encompasses
87 Sr / 86 Sr ratios slightly lower than modern seawater, represented by IAPSO standard seawater. The difference of
87 Sr / 86 Sr between this group and IAPSO standard seawater
was larger than the second standard error (2σ ) of 1.5 × 10−5
for IAPSO standard seawater. Therefore, it can be assumed
that fluid, although to a small extend, contributed to the porewater during carbonate precipitation. Carbonates from this
group were retrieved from 50 to 60 cmbsf, with the exception of one sample (M66-3 213 B), which was collected from
the sediment surface. Consequently, precipitation of these
carbonates occurred under seawater conditions with minor
fluid contribution. In contrast, the three remaining carbonate
samples showed 87 Sr / 86 Sr rations similar to modern seawater, indicating precipitation under seawater conditions. Two
of these carbonates were collected from 353 cmbsf, and one
from the sediment surface.
In contrast, Mound 11 carbonate samples showed considerably lower 87 Sr / 86 Sr ratios. This difference correlated
with the amount of calcite present, as the 90 wt % calcitedominated sample showed a lower 87 Sr / 86 Sr ratio compared
to the sample containing 30 wt % calcite. The observed lower
87 Sr / 86 Sr ratio, compared to seawater, of Mound 11 carBiogeosciences, 11, 507–523, 2014

Figure	
  6.	
  

	
  
	
   Fig. 6. δ 13 C vs. 87 Sr / 86 Sr ratios of carbonate material sampled

during cruises SO173/4, M66/3a, and M54/3a. Two standard deviations (2σ ) of individual 87 Sr / 86 Sr measurements are given. The
solid line indicates the measured 87 Sr / 86 Sr ratio of IAPSO standard seawater; the dotted lines represent 2σ . The standard deviation
of δ 13 C measurements was 0.02 ‰ (symbols larger than error bars).

bonates formed under considerable influence of deep-source
fluid, exposed to the weathering of abundant volcanic ashes
in the sediment (Silver et al., 2000; Soeding et al., 2003; Kutterolf et al., 2008). The 87 Sr / 86 Sr ratios of Mound 11 carbonates were slightly higher than reported porewater values
of 0.708699 (23.5 cmbsf) (Scholz et al., 2010). In contrast,
Mound 12 carbonates presumably precipitated under hydrological conditions dominated by seawater. The observed difference in the 87 Sr / 86 Sr ratio provides independent evidence
that the authigenic carbonates at Mound 11 were formed under influence of advecting fluid, while Mound 12 carbonates
formed in a seawater environment with only small contribu	
   tions of ascending fluid.
48	
  
According to sediment petrographic interpretation, dating of volcaniclastic layers and uranium–thorium dating of
carbonates from the two locations (Kutterolf et al., 2008),
Mound 11 is considered to be currently active, implying that
it has been expelling fluids and, potentially, mud onto the
surrounding seafloor for at least the last 15 ka. In contrast,
pelagic surface sediments (131 cm thickness) at Mound 12
indicate that vertical mud transport has been inactive for
the last 5 ka (Kutterolf et al., 2008). The rate measurements
presented in this study demonstrated recent methane-related
microbial activity at both mounds. Consequently, Mound
12 also has to be considered as a site of active fluid venting, delivering sufficient methane to support related microbial activity. The present study demonstrated that fluid and
methane migration at Mound 12 showed spatial variations,
www.biogeosciences.net/11/507/2014/
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and therefore sampling of surface sediments could recover
either pelagic or seep sediments, depending on where sampling instruments were deployed. During video surveys of
Mound 12 surface sediments, we discovered both areas displaying chemosynthetic communities as well as areas devoid
of such, which indicates heterogeneous fluid migration.
As both mounds are situated on the same fault zone, ascending fluids may originate from the same source (Mavromatis et al., 2012). Due to past or ongoing tectonic processes,
the fluid pathway of Mound 12 might have been compromised, reducing deep-source fluid advection at this location.
The slightly lighter δ 18 O values of Mound 12 carbonates
suggest that fluids at this location represent a mixture of
deep-source fluid with bottom water. In contrast, carbonate
δ 13 C values indicated that fluids at Mound 11 are primarily
charged with deep-source thermogenic methane.
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Rica continental margin.
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